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Abstract 
Buhmann, M.D. and A. Iserles, On orthogonal polynomials transformed by the QR algorithm, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 117-134. 
In this paper, we study two equivalent ways of transforming a system of orthogonal polynomials: one is the 
so-called lifting of the recurrence relation associated with an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS) and the 
other consists of applying the QR algorithm to the Jacobi matrix of the OPS. These transformations are useful 
for, among other things, identifying the Sobolec orthogonal polynomials with respect to certain measures, 
which were previously investigated by Iserles et al. (1991). As a by-product we obtain a new class of modified 
Lommel polynomials. 
Keywords: QR algorithm; modified Lommel polynomials; Hankel determinants. 
1. Introduction 
The three-term recurrence relation is central to the understanding of orthogonal polynomi- 
als. The present paper is all about the connection between recurrence relations of polynomials 
that are orthogonal in terms of allied weight functions. Specifically, let p be a real Bore1 
measure, { p,}tCO be the associated orthogonal polynomial system, and {q,}LzO be the set of 
polynomials orthogonal with respect to x2 dp(x). The recurrence relations of the pn’s and the 
&s are intimately linked. This provides an interesting avenue to the study of some new 
orthogonal polynomial systems, as well as an unexpected link with a familiar and ubiquitous 
method of linear algebra. 
We call the problem of deriving the three-term recurrence re!ation for the q,l’s, provided 
that it ‘s explicitly known for the p,+, the lifting of the recurrence relation. In Section 2 we 
provide an algorithm for lifting in the special case when p(x) = -_EL( -x), x E R. The motiva- 
tion for this line of inquiry originated in the work [6] on orthogonality in Sobolev spaces, but 
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the technique in Section 2 is considerably more general. An interesting outcome of the work of 
that section is the explicit derivation of several classes of generalizations of modified Lommel 
polynomials. 
In Section 3 we identify the procedure of lifting with the action of the QR algorithm on the 
underlying Jacobi matrix. The connection between the QR algorithm and orthogonality has 
been first established by Kautsky and Golub [7] by using methods of linear algebra. In Section 3 
we rederive the tidutsky-Golub result by a purely analytic technique, identifying each compu- 
tational stage in the application of the QR algorithm with specific ratios of Hankel determi- 
nants. 
2. Lilting of recurrence relations and a new class of modified Lommel polynomials 
Let CL be a real Bore1 measure such that p(x) = -p( -x) for all real x and let { p,}r=” be the 
associated system of manic orthogonal polynomials. In this section we will show how the 
recurrence relation obeyed by the manic orthogonal polynomials associated with the measure 
_;.’ d&x), s E R, is derived from the knowledge of the recurrence relation of the p,+. We shall 
call this process the lifting of the recurrence relation. Our principal example will consist of 
applying this to the modi_Tled Lommel polynomials {N,,.,,}E+, v > 0, where I_C is an atomic 
measure whose spectrum consists of an infinite number of discrete jump points. We are giving 
&J&L&U ai,cllL;UII LO & C&t: ’ ~criuse it has an important application in the theory of 
Sobolev orthogonal polynomials [6]. To explain this point further, let {p,j”)}T=, be the Sobolev 
orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner product 
and suppose that we choose p(x) = t,N x1 = x for x within the unit interval [ - 1, l] and 
&X J = $r(x I= 0 otherwise, i.e., the “Legendre-Legendre” case. If we then expand $$) in 
terms of Legendre polynomials pll,, i.e., 
n- 1 
P%‘(X) = t: r,(h)p,,(s) *r;(h)p2,(X), n = 1, 2,..., 
li=l 
then the {I&!:~ are polynomials and they are in fact independent of n (whereas the r,: are 
not). Specifically, the ‘k’s are such that the terms 
R,&):= r’r+’ ( 1 x
r*(-~) ’ 
n =o, l,..., 
are, up to normalization, precisely those orthogonal polynomials that emerge from the lifting of 
the recurrence relation for the modified Lommel polynomials, for certain choices of ZJ which 
are yet to be explained (see [6]). A similar statement is also true for p:“,‘, , . 
NG-ti, given p as specified above, we note that each P,~ is of the came parity as n. We define 
P:(x) =PJfi)v P,:‘“(X) = 
P2n+l x v-1 
d- x * 
Clearly, pz and pz * are manic polynomials of degree n. Moreover, each p7,, is orthogonal to 
all odd-degree monomi&, and therefore the orthogonality reduces to 
/ 
oXx2$&) d&) = 0, k = 0, I,.. .,n - 1, 
i.e., 
lrtkpz(t)dp(fi)=O, k=O, l,..., n- 1. 
0 
Expression (2.1) gives the orthogonality relations for {pt}T_,,. We also have 
(2-l 1 
)?‘pz*(t)t d&?)=O, k=O, l,..., n- 1. 
0 (2.2) 
The recurrence relations of the pz’s and the pz * ‘s are easily derived trom the recurrence 
relation of the p,,‘s, viz., 
~,I+,(X)=~~,r(X)-A,,P,r_I(X), rt=O, L.., 
say, where A,, := 0. Specifically we get from (2.3) 
P:*(X) =P~(x) -&,pZ*,(x), m =O, L.., 
and 
(2.3) 
(2 4) . 
*Z+,(x) =xP;*(x) -&+,~Z(X), m =O, I,... . (2.3 
It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that 
Plz+,W = 0 -4,,, -Ll+APtxx) -h?,,,-,A2,,rP~-,(X), m =o, l,..., 
(2 6) . 
P~~*(X)=(X--A,,,+,-h,,,,+:!)P~*(X)-h2,,,A7,,,t,P~i:,\X), m=O, L. * 
(2 71 . 
We re-express (2.7) as 
Ptx-4 = (x -a;* )P~*(x) -b,z”pzT,(x), m = 0, 1,. . . (2 8) . 
If we now denote by fi,,, ihe manic poiynomials orthogonal with respect to x2 dp(x), and by I,?, 
their recursion coefficients, then it is easily verified that &l(&) and p2,, + ,(&I/ 6 are both a 
system of manic polynomials orthogonal with respect to the same measure 6 dp(fi 1. Since 
the former satisfy (2.6) whereas the latter satisfy (2.8), it follows that 
a** =A 
I?1 2m+ I +A2,,,+27 c* =A2rnA2,,,w m=O, I,... . (2 9 . 
This gives rise to the algorithm 
b ** 
A, =a(::*, L,,, 
tn 
=-, .i 
h 
*In + I = a,:* - A*,,,, m = 1, 2,... . (2.10) 
ztt1 - 1 
This is the aforementioned lifting of the recurrence relation. This algorithm is restricted to 
symmetric measures. There are also algorithms known for nonsymmetric measures (see [41), 
which are, however, more complicated. 
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We now turn our attention to the special case of modified Lommel polynomials (see [2], for 
instance). Here, the measure p is atomic, i.e., 
I ImfW dP(4 = i %f(Pk)* k= -_3c 
and by symmetry wk =o_~ and pk = -p __&. For modified Lommel polynomials { JI~,V}~__O, 
v > 0, it is true that 
.- 
Ok =J 21.x: ’ Pk =j,=',.k k = 1, 2,..., 
o0 = 0, xhere jKmk is k th zero of Bessel function For example, 
p=- :, fact that 
( 1 
l/2 
J*,,(z) = pz sin z 
implies jl ,,2,k = Tk. Hence 
ithe prime indicates that we are omitting the k = 0 term), whereas 
The orthogonal polynomials with respect to the measure x2 dp(x) are. up to normalization, 
the polynomials 
. 
d,(x) = %+l ( 1 x 
i,jx) ’ 
where 
p:^;(x) = c @)&k(x) +53A)&,(x), n = 1, 2, 3,~ 
k=l 
and where 1 pi”,‘), = 1 2 3 , . ..-. are the aforementioned Sobolev orthogonal (Legendre-Legendre) 
polynomials for even degree (see [6]). 
For Y = + we have 
2 
( 1 
l/Z 
J_,,,(Z) = - cos z, 
TTZ 
and consequently j_ 1/Z.k = T( k + i) and 
dfi(x) = c’ ’ 
k=-% r4(k+$)4 
f 
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The orthogonal polynomials with respect to this measure are, up to normalization, the 
polynomials 
. . 
kn(x) = %+I ( ) x 
F,(x) ’ 
where 
P:“,‘_l(X) = c f&)P,,-,(x) +r;,*(qPz,,-,(x), n = 1, 2, 3,... l 
k=! 
Let us call the polynomials that are orthogonal with respect to the atomic measure with 
jumps of jy=2{,k at +i-_‘, k, {WI)“, n,v I1 03 so Hi’] z H In the sequel, we will identify the 
recurrence relations fir”{ @!,}zEU when I = 2, 3”:“4, &‘&using on the case I = 2. 
Theorem 2.1. The recurrence coefficients for { kl!~!}~C (, are 
A$!,, = 
m H-m-1 
4(m + 1) (V + m)( v + 2m)(v + 2m + 1) ’ 
m+2 u+m+l 
G!,l + 1 = 4(m + 1) G* + m)(v + 2m + l)(u + 2m + 2) l 
(2.11) 
Proof. The recurrence coefficients for the modified Lommel polynomials H,i$ are 
1 
A, = 
4( K k v - l)(n -I- V) ’ 
cf. [2]. If we identify the I-I,‘,:? with the p,, above, then we obtain by (2.6) and (2.7) 
i 
1 
P,*+I(X) = x - 2(2n + v - 1)(2n f u + 1) I 
P,*(X) 
- PC 1(x) 
and 
16(2n + v - 2)(2n + v - 1)‘(2n + u) 
( 1 P::,(x) = x - 2(2n + v)(2n + u + 2) I P:*(x) 
- 
16(2n -I- u - 1)(2n -I- YJ2(2n -I- v + 1) ’ 
except that p:(x) =x - 1/{4~( v + 1)). It is straightforward to verify (2.11) inductively from 
these identities and from (2.10). q 
Corollary 2.2. The above polynomials have the explicit forms 
4-n+kx2k, n = 0, 1,. . . , 
n 
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X 
(V +n + Qk+,((2n + 3)~ + 2n2 -I- 4n -k) 
(V)n-k(V + n)n+2 
4-n+kX2k+l 
, n=O, l,.... 
f. To derive the explicit form of HJz y we set qn(x) := 4”$(-$) = 4”H$f!,P(&k). Thus, by 
(2.6) and implementing our formulae for n[,‘l, we have 
2 qn- 1(x) 
(v + 2n)(v + 2n + 2) qn(X) - (V + 2n - ij(v + 2n)‘(v + 2n + 1) l 
(2.12) 
Let q,(s) = E~zOqn.kxk. It is enough to show that 
(v+n+ l)k 
q,#~=(-l)n-il(“Z+kk++ll)(v)n_~(v+n+l) 7 k=t k--d- 
n 
We employ the recurrence relation (2.12). By induction on n, 
2qn.k qn-1,k 
4nt 1.k =qn.k- 1 - 
(v + 2n)(v + 2n + 2) - (V + 2n - l)(~ + 2n)‘(v + 2n + 1) 
=(_lj~-k-l n+k ! 
\( 2k - 1 1 
(v+n + l)k-1 
(L&_~+,(Y +n + l)n 
2 
+ (v + 2n)(v + 2n + 2) KCi-+ll 1 (.,‘rA~LL?lj,~ 
1 n+k -- 
v + 2n ( 1 
(v+n+l),_, 
2k + 1 J (u)n_k_,(v tn + l)n+l 
= (_ p-1 (v+n + I),_, 
(v+2n)(v+2n+2)(v),_,+,(v+n+1),+, 
(v + 2rz)(u + 2n + l)( v + 2n + 2) 
+2(‘“2fkk+:l) (v+2n+l)(v+n_k)(v+n+k) 
(v+2n+2)(v+n-k-l)(u+n-k) 
Set 
h(x):= ( ;k+_kl ( 2n +x)(2n + 1 +x)(2n + 2 +x) 
+2(n.&k++11)(2n+l+x)(n-k+x)(n+k+x) 
(2n+2+x)(n-k-l+x)(n-k+x). 
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It is easy to check that h( -2n) = h( -n - k) = h( -n - k - 1) = 0. But h is a cubic, with a 
leading coefficient of (“.k,‘;2). Thus, 
n+k+2 
h(“)= ( 2k+ 1 (u+2n)(v+n+k)(u+n+k+l) 
and 
(v ‘i- vl + l)A_ 1 
%I+ 1,k 
= (_l)n+l-k 
(v + 2n)(v + 2n + ~)(v),_~+,(v +n + 1),1+1 h(v)* 
Consequently 
and the first claim of the corollary follows by induction. 
To derive the odd-degree polynomials we exploit the identity 
Thus, 
xH& &) cX2n+2+ i (-l)n+*-kak4-n-1+k~2k, 
. 
k=l 
where 
(2.13) 
x [KkYi2) (n+l)(v+n+k+l)(u+n) 
-(“:kk+:‘)(n+2)(v+n-k)(v+n+l)]. 
Careful calculation shows that the term in square brackets is , 
(n+k+l)! 
(2k + l)!(n -k + l)! 
k(v + 2n + 2)((2n + 3)~ + 2n2 + 4n -k + 1). 
The second assertion of the corollary now follows by substitution of the explicit values of the 
(Yk’s into (2.13). 0 
We can also derive the hypergeometric forms of the H,!$ we have 
(-l)k4k (-n)k(-n - t)k 
k! ( 2 - n- 1)k 
and 
(v +n + l)n-k (-lJk 
(v+n+l), = (-1’-2n)k’ 
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Reversing the order of summation and substitution into #,$ yield 
1 
H&(x) =x2” ?I$ , 
I 
+-n; ;“- +; 
- 
- 2 . 
1 , --v--n; 1 
Likewise, 
(2n-k+2)!(n-k+ I) = (-1)‘4” (-n)k(-n-$)k 
(n + 1)(2n - 2k + 3)! 2n+3 ( -2n -- 2)R 
and 
(v+n + %-ktl (-l)k 
(V+n),,.+z = (V+n)(-Y-2n-l)k’ 
Reversing again the order of summation leads, after lengthy manipulation, to 
f@+,“,,.,(x) =xzntt2F3 
n 
- 4(n + I)Y(Y + n)(v + 2n + 1) 
x2rr-1 
-n+l, -n-t; 1 
x2F3 
-- 1 -2n-1,v-b1, --Y-2n; x2 . 
Although our main interest lies in the polynomials that emerge from applying the lifting 
procedure once to the modified Lommel polynomials, we note that one can also work out 
recurrence refations that come from lifting the Lommel polynomials several times, and here we 
record the cases I = 3,4,5. 
Theorem 23. The recurrence coeffkienis AtI of kl:f? for 1 = 3, 4, 5 haue the follow~n~ form: 
Aqk = 
nz 1 Qln”!_ ,Q$’ I 
4fm + 1) (V + 2m + I)(Y +2m + 2) Q~)Q~) ’ 
A$;it = m+3 1 Q$‘,,Q$‘, 1 
4fm + 2) (V + 2m -I- 2)(v I- 2m + 3) Q:;,Q;;’ ’ 
q; = 
m 1 Q’2’- Q’3’ Q’4’- m 1 m+l m 1 
2(m -+ 2) (V + 2m + 2)(~ + 2m + 3) Q:‘, ,Q:‘Q$’ ’ 
Aykcl = 
m+4 1 Q~‘,,Q’“‘Q’“’ 
4(m+2) (~+2m+3)(~+2m+4) Q~~,Q~~~~~~~ 
/qi = 
m 1 Q’2’- Q’4’ Q’%_ m 1 m+l m I 
4(m+2) (~+2m-t3)(~+2m+4) Q$+,QE’Q:’ ’ 
AT,+I= m-t-5 1 Q:',,Q:'Q?+ , 
4(m + 3) (V + 2m + 4)(v -t 2m + 5) z\2QE\,Q$’ 
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Q’*’ = v + in 
Q& 
= (2m -L 3)~ + 2m(m + 2), 
Qg) = (2m + 3)(2m + S)v* -I- m(8m2 + 40m + 47)~ + m(m + 3)(4m* + 12m - l), 
Q$) = (2m + 3)(2m -I- 5)‘(2m + 7)v4 
where 
+ (2m + 5)(32m4 + 288m3 + 838m* -I- 822m + 105)~~ 
+ m(2m + 5)(48m4 -I- 504m3 + 1762m2 + 2181m + 485)~~ 
+ m(2m + 5)(32m5 + 384m4 + 1578m3 + 2400m* + 715m - 99)~ 
+ m( m + 1)( m + 3)( m + 4)( 16m4 + 128m3 + 236m* - 80m + 15). 
These results were obtained by symbolic manipulation using Reduce. 
3. Lifting and the QR algorithm 
In this section, we will relate the theory of lifting recurrence relations to an observation 
about orthogonal polynomials and the QR algorithm. Specifically, we will provide a new, purely 
analytic proof (as compared to the algebraic proof of [7]) of the fact that a single step of the 
QR method applied to the Jacobi ma1ri.x of an orthogonal polynomial system, associated with a 
real positive Bore1 measure p, corresponds to finding the Jacobi matrix of the orthogonal 
polynomial system associated with x2 d&x). The relationship between this fact and the lifting 
procedure of the previous section transpires. 
Now let p be a real positive Bore1 measure, normalized so that I”_, d&l = 1, and let 
{ p,}IZO be the orthonormal polynomial system with respect to p. Thus, 
/mp,(~)p,(x) d&)=S+, m, n=O, l,... . (3 1) . . 
It is elememiry that the pn’s obey a recurrence relation of the form 
a n+l~n+l(~) +~,P,(x) +a,p,-,(x) =xp,(x), n =R 1,.--, (3 2) . 
where the a,, z 0 for all n 2 1. The starting conditions are p _ 1(x) = 0, p,(x) = 1 i81. Note that 
the recurrence (3.2) is independent of the value of a,. 
A classical theorem of Favard [2] states that the last statement can be reversed.. Given any 
recl;rrence (3.2) with the above starting conditions and all a,‘s nonzero, there exists a real 
positive &ore1 measure p such that the p,‘s obey (3.1). 
Let A be the Jacobi matrix of (3.2), viz., 
A= 
b, 
al 
a, 
b, 
a2 
a2 
_ 
b2 
a3 
a3 
453 
1 . . . . . I
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Denoting by fin the nth manic orthogonal polynomial (which, of course, is a constant multiple 
of p,#) and by & the (11 x &-section of A, we instantly have p,,(x) = detW,# -A,,), where I,, is 
the (n x n)-identity matrix. 
Let x be the set of all singly-infinite, symmetric, tridiagonal, irreducible matrices and 9 the 
set of all normalized, real, positive Bore1 measures. Since every element of y is a Jacobi 
matrix, there exists a natural mapping 
WA?+/ 
that takes every member of &? to the corresponding Jacobi matrix. Moreover. by virtue of the 
Favard theorem, w can be “reversed”‘: for every J EX there exists a p ~9 such that o(p) = J. 
This measure p is unique if and only if the underlying Hamburger moment problem is 
determinate [l]. In particular, this is the case if the Carleman criterion, i.e., 
x 1 
c -,=X 9 
n=l a& 
is satisfied 121. Note that it is easy to adopt a formalism whereby w is a bijection, by replacing 
by the set 9* of equivalence classes of elements of 99, where CL, # l 9 are considered to 
be equivalent if they generate an identical moment sequence. However, the ideas of this section 
are clearer in the framework of 9. Thus, by w - l(J) we mean, in general, an arbitrary 
representative of the appropriate equivalence class. 
_ A single step of the QR method, as applied to a square matrix A, replaces it by the product 
A = RQ, where A = QR, Q is orthogonal and R is upper triangular. Clearly, A is similar to A. 
It is possible to show that, under fairly general conditions, a sequence of QR iterations 
converges to an upper Hessenberg matrix, whose main diagonal is composed out of (1 X 1) and 
(2 x 2) blocks, allowing the recovery of the spectrum of A [S]. I+ is 11~11~~ +n hr;mm _ __ __._ _. .” vlrllg A to an upper 
Hessenberg form at the onset of a QR iteration. Thus, if A is symmetric, it is first transformed 
(by a similarity transformation) to a symmetric, tridiagonal matrix. 
An important variation of the QR method consists of supplementing it with shifts: in the kth 
iteration we QR factorize A - A, I, where I is the ideWy matrix, and set A = A,, 1 = RQ + 
A, I. Adroit choice of shifts leads to considerable speeding up of the rate of convergence [SJ. 
This computational technique is the standard state-of-the-art approach to numerical approxi- 
mation of matrix eigenvalues on serial computers. 
Bearing in mind our previous remark, it is clear that the analysis of QR for symmetric 
matrices can be undertaken assuming without loss of generality that A is tridiagoual and 
irreducible. In other words, it is a finite section of an element of 8. 
The QR iteration can be formally generalized to 8, by extending the standard procedure 
that cates for the finite case. Let C, 
subdiagonal { di ‘I, d$* I, . . . 
:= J EB, with the ;nain diagonal {c.#~, c:‘), . . . } and the 
1. Suppose that in the kth F+ep we have the upper Hessenberg matrix 
ck with the main diagonal (cif), c\‘), . . . } and the subdiagonal {@I, d(2k), . . . }, such that dik) = 0 
fori= 1,2 , . . . , k - I (of course, in general Ck Eg). Let us define the Givens rotation 0, as an 
identity matrix, except that 
(k) 
Wk), k 
‘k-1 dik' 
= . 
#f, + @“)“2 ’ 
(fi 1 k k.k+l = 
cjlcj; + dik’ 
2 l/2’ 
) 
tnk)k+, k = 
-dik’ 
. 
c;klf + &k 1’) 1’2 ’ 
(0 k\lk+l.k+l = 
CjlIl , 
c;kzl + d:“j2) 1’2 l 
clearly, @$?, = I and the matrix is orthogonal. We set C, + 1 := f&C,. It is easy to verify that 
c k + 1 is upper Hessenberg and, in our terminoiogy, dj” + ‘) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . , k. This process is 
defined for all k= 1, 2,... . Since each entry in the product a,& depends only on a fixed 
finite number of entries of the CA’s, there are no problems connected with convergence when k 
is allowed to tend to infinity and C, := lim k __& is well-defined. It follows at once from our 
construction that C, is upper triangular. We set R := C, and Q := J2~.J2$?~ l l . (again, it is 
easy to see tha_t the infinite product is well-defined). Thus, Q is orthogonal and J = QR. 
Finally, we set J = RQ - as before, no problems arise from the infinite dimensionality, since R 
is upper triangular. This produces a single QR step in an infinite-dimensional framework. 
Let .(, be the (12 x &section of .i and J’,: the result of a single QR step (with the above 
definition of Givens rotations), applied to the (n X n)-section of J. It follows at once that 4, 
and J,* coincide, except for the bottom row and last column. Moreover, the discrepancy after k 
QR steps occurs only in the k bottom rows and k last columns. Hence, an analysis of 
infinite-dimensional QR has obvious implications to the finite-dimensional case. 
We denote the QR mapping by i= T(J). Let p ~9, J = o(p). T(J) is in f, hence there is 
b E&? such that o(b) = r(J). The main purpose of this section is to identify the mapping 
p: 9 +&9 such that p(p) = ji. In other words, we seek to identify the missing link in the 
commutative diagram 
A 
I w T w i 
P P CL 
(3.3) 
The main theorem of this section depends on two preliminary lemmas. They show the form 
of the matrix J which results from a single application of the QR method to J EB. 
Lemma 3.1. Let J EB and let it hal:e the form 
r 
CO 4 
4 Cl 4 
4 c2 4 
d, c3 . . ’ . 
. . . . . . 
Let J = QR be the QR factorization of J. Then the diagonal and the superdiagonal elements of R 
are rO, r,, . . . and s,, s2,. . . , respectively, -where 
ri = d;+l+c,*2, kc(-)1 ,,.,, y~~‘~,*-‘+~‘~‘, k = 1, 2,..., 
‘k-1 
and where 
*- 
Co - %’ d:: =d,, 
c; = 
C:-,ck-dk*dk, k 1 2 dkc$-2 
= 
, 7***7 dk* =-, k=2,3 ,.... 
rk-l rk-2 
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f. We obtain R by premultiplying J by a sequence of Givens rotations Ok as outlined 
e. Thus, letting r, = idf + co’, we take a, to be the identity matrix except hat the upper 
C,=a,J= 1 i 
= 
L 
ro St d,d,/r, 
C:: d2* 
d2 c2 4 
d, c3 l . 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
which establishes the forms of rO and s1 as claimed 
further rotations will not affect the first row of C,. 
5I s1 * 
5 S2 
. 
. 
. 
4 . 
c3 l . 
. . . . . . 
in the statement of the lemma, because all 
In general, given 
* 
. . 
. . 
. . 
rk-l sk 
* 
G C+1 
d k+l ck+l d k+2 
d . k+2 ck+2 l .
. . 
. I 
. . 
(the stars indicate terms that are unimportant to us - they are in fact d,d,/r,, d,d,/r,, . . . ), 
the nontrivial part of ck+*, in its (k + 1)st and (k + 2)nd rows and columns, respectively, has 
the form 
6!lrk dk + 1bk 
-dk+,/rk I 
cz/rk l 
Premultiplying Ck+ , with this 0 k + 1 produces the forms of rk and Sk+ 1 that are ascertained in 
the lemma. III 
+mma 3.2. Using the nota;ion_of the preuious lemma. the diagonal and offdiagonal elements of 
J = RQ are co, E,, . . . and d,, d,, . . . , respectiuely, where 
Jk 
dkrk _ cz- ,c; dk+lSk+l 4% =- =- 9 + 9 k= 
rk-l 
ck 1, 2,..., 
rk-l rk 
4) =c,+-. 
% 
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Proof. i is obtained by postmultiplying R by L?T@ l - - . We have 
Now suppose we are given the matrix 
R@-J~T . . . J-JT 
1 2 k 
* 
s2 
r2 
* 
s3 
. 1 .  .. . 
* 
ci!-lrk/rk-l sk+l * 
rk+l sk+2 l *,
. . 
. . 
. . 
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Note that we have made use of the fact that we know from symmetry what the superdiagonal 
elements are, although we have not worked them out explicitly above. Postmultiplication with 
G+1, whose nontrivial (2 x 2)-block is 
ck*/rk 
dk+ 1b.k 
-dk+ 1b.k 1 ($?k ’ 
yields 
. 
. . 
. . 
l 
d-,:, &-, Jk 
d;, C~C~-l/rk-i +dk+,sk+;/rk * 
dk+lrk+l/rk @-k+l irk sk+2 
rk+2 l *_ 
. . 
. . 
. . 
which shows that the lemma is true. •I 
Assisted by these two lemmas, we shall prove the following main result of this section. 
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m-rem 3~. Tile mclppirtg p in (3.3) maps p to fi which is defitted by 
x2 d&x) 
dF(x)= * . 
I 
x2 dp(x) 
-x 
The central idea of the 
‘s of the Jacobi matrix 
entries are the moments 
s proof of this theorem is the following: firstly, we express the a,‘s and 
A that is associated with p in terms of Hankel determinants whose 
mk = mk(p) = j xk dp(x), k = 0, 1,. . . , 
-x 
(3 4) . 
of /.&. ote that m,,(p) = 1. Employing Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we will then show that a s$glz step 
of the QR method applied to A provides a matrix A E% with diagonal elements b,, b,, . . . 
and offdiagonal elements a’,, &, . . . that can be expressed in terms of Hankel determinants in 
the same way as the a,% and the b,‘s if the moments m,(p) are replaced by 
/ 
X 
xkc2 dp(x) 
-x mi(.= r: , k=O,l,.... 
/ 
(3 5) . 
x2 dp(x) 
-SC 
Comparison of (3.4) and (3.5) shows _that the theorem will follow once we show that the 
diagonal and offdiagonal elements of A can be expressed in the way indicated above, because 
the moments define the orthogonal polynomial system uniquely. 
e let the Hankel determinant Hi for nonnegative j and k be 
r 
mi mj,, l m. mj+k 
mj+l mj,, l -’ 
Hi =det . . 
mj+k+ 1 
L 
. . 
. . . 
. - . . 
mj+k mj+k+l l m* mj+2k 1 
We also define H! i = 1 and HI, = 0. Note that Hf is positive for all k since the { rnt]Fzn are 
a moment sequence. 
follows. 
The a,‘s and bn’s are expressed in terms of Hankel determ&&& as 
Lemma 3.4. If a,,, 6, and Hi are as defined aboue, then 
( H;-2 H,‘f)“2 
an = 
H;-, ’ 
bn = (H,1_,)-’ 
H,“- ,H; 
H,” 
(3 6) . 
(3 7) . 
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Proof. Because the nth orthogonal polynomial pn is 
I 
wz() m, l ** % 
5 m2 ‘. l m,,,, 
p,,(x) = (fJ~-1H,“)-‘i2 det : : . . 7 
rni-* 
. . 
m,, l _ rn2,*- I 
1 
1 x . . . K” 
1 
and because of (3.1), multiplying (3.2) by x’*- * and integrating against 
an( gy’= (3-i’“. 
This implies (3.6). Using (3.8) once more, we get 
Pm = ( - 1)” H,!- I p;-J-&y2 ’ 
and hence 
We obtain (3.7) from (3.9) and (3.6). II 
We are now ready to derive the C,,‘s and &s in terms of the Hi. We will prove that they 
have the same form as in (3.6) and (3.7) if (Hit)) and {E/j sre replaced by (Hfj and (H$, 
respectively, whereupon it follows that the a,, b,, and the o,,, 5,, rlf~ ovnraccd in the cgp~ IXI~ I U&c* &/qz‘~CiJVU 1&X L1.W JU LX” ..U 4 
with the moments (3.4) replaced by 
(3 8) . 
dp( x) supplies 
(3 9) . 
I 
x 
$1, = X’-~ d/L(X), k =0, 1, 2 ,... . 
-x 
But because (3.6) and (3.7) remain the same if all the moments that enter into the Hanks1 
dete_rminants are multiplied with the same positive Ilumber, it also follows that a,,, b, and the 
GX? bX are expressed in the same way with the moments (3.4) replaced by fi,, which implies the 
theorem. In order to employ Lemma 3.2 for the outlined approach, we firstly have to identify 
the expressions for Q, c,*, d$ (in the notation of Lemma 3.1 and setting ck = b, and d, = a,) 
in terms of the Ha&e1 determinants. We claim 
Ho- I H,f 
‘:= ffj?lHf’ (3.10) 
c;= 
and finally 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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We need to verify that (3.10)-(3.12) hold for the rk, cc, dz defined by Lemma 3.1 in terms of 
ck = bk, dk = (ilk. We See that by Lemma 3.4, 
fG qp-, - Hoo b,, 
l/HP 
d:= y;-=a,, 
as required. If (3.11) is true, then so is i3.10): indeed, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4, 
r;=d;,l+c;2=af+,+ 
Hko_ 1( If;)* 
H,f- ,( H:)* 
H,p_ , H& ! H,z_ 1 + H;_ 1(-H;)2 
=- (H$H~_~ = 
HL{H:+,HL + (Hi)*} 
(H,O)*H;_~ l 
(3.13) 
We employ Sylvester’s formula 13, pp. 32ff] to (3.13), which implies the identity 
HfH:=H;+lH;_, +(Hk’)2, (3.14) 
and obtain (3.10). Therefore we only need to show that (3.11) and (3.12) are true for all k. Thus 
we suppose that (3.11) holds for k = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1 and that (3.12) is true for k = 1,2,. . . , n. We 
prove that they held for k = n and k = n + 1, respectively. We have 
c; = 
c;- Ic, - d,d,* 
r n-1 
- 
as required. Moreover, 
d* 
dntlc:-l 
n+1= = 
r n-1 
as required. UsiI?s (3.6) and (3.10) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain also 
Jk 
dkrk akrk 
ak = =-=- 
r&l rk-l 
(if;_, H$” Ho H2H2 Ho 1’2 = k-l k k-2 k-l ( H;H;_2)1’2 
HhF-1 Hkf_ Jf;H,fit2H:_ 1 = H;_, ’ 
(3.15) 
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which is the desired form of G,. Moreover, 
i&c’,_ CXL + dk+lSk+, c;c;- 1 =- + 
d,,,(C+,Ck* +dk+lCk+,) 
. (3.16) 
R R 
rk-1 )‘k rk-l 6 
By applying (3.6) and (3.7) and i3.10)-(3.12), (3.16) becomes after some 
manipulations 
straightforward 
H;H;_l H’ H”H2 
H/j-$?: + 
Ho,lH;_l( H;)2 + ( Ht)2H;_1Hk’+, + Ho k+l k-l k k 
H;( H;)‘H; 
Hko+lHL(H;)2 - 
ffY#$jy; . 
By applying (3.14) to (3.17), it becomes, after some further manipulation, 
(Hk2)2Hkl_l + (Hkz_J2Hkl+l 
H1H2H2 
9 
k k k-l 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
and (3.18) gives, by an application of Sylvester’s formula which we use in the form 
( 1 H; 2 = Hk’H; - H;+lHk3_1, 
the expression 
H;_& -Hk’+1H;_2 
H2H2 k k-l 
. 
Using (3.19) once more, it is straightforward to see that (3.20) is identical to 
Hk3_2H,f 
+ H$-l i ’ 
which is the required form of &. The theorem is proved. 0 
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